
Corrugated Barn Tin Ceiling Tiles

Typical Applications
Industrial Lofts
Commercial Spaces
Bars and Restaurants
Man Caves
Home Interiors

Product Description
Galvanized
Corrugated
Upcycled Steel
No Plastic
Rustic Character
Uniqueness in Each Tile
Easy to Install

Most tiles will have holes from where they 
were originally fastened.

Specifications
23.625” X 23.625” (+/-.093)
0.5” Thick
All Tiles Work with Standard
15/16” T Bar Ceiling Grid

Material Source
Dakota Tin’s steel ceiling tiles are 
upcycled, not recycled. The tiles are 
created from the panels of old barns, 
machine sheds,or shops. Because of 
the source, every tile is different and 
unique in its own way.

Service
Your set of tiles are carefully 
inspected to ensure an authenticity 
that cannot be replicated.
Exceptional customer service 
is standing by to answer your 
questions.

Safety
Leather gloves are required when 
working with these real steel tiles.

Weight
0.8 lbs./Square Foot*
80 Square Feet/Carton
20 Pieces/Carton
*Estimated As Each Tile Varies
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Color
Natural Patina Coloring
Tiles Vary
Possible Coloring:
Metallic Grey, Rust Orange,
Light Brown, Faded Yellow



Corrugated Barn Tin Ceiling 
Tile Options
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Random Mixture
Select the “random mixture” option and we’ll throw in a little of everything - all 
salvaged tin selected from barns across the US.  By far our most recommended and 
popular option, this “random mixture” creates a bold and eclectic look for ceilings, 
walls and room accents. This unique combination gives your space some serious 
industrial, vintage contrast. Pair panels that have generous amounts of warm rust 
tones, with others that have a softer, cooler grey feel to add a bit of vintage and rust 
to contemporary, or traditional spaces.

Majority Galvanized
Select “Majority Galvanized” option and get repurposed, galvanized barn panels/tiles 
that have some distressing but only a small amount of rust.  These corrugated tiles/
panels can add an industrial, transitional, and vintage feel to your space. Soft grey’s 
mixed with hints of rust create a nice balance of cool and warm tones, and keep your 
room from feeling too modern. Add some interesting lines and compliment warmer 
paint colors, lighting, or wood-textures.

Majority Rust
Select the Majority Rust option and get repurposed, galvanized barn panels/tiles that 
have the most distressing and rust spots. These corrugated tiles/panels can add a 
rustic, vintage, and sometimes country western feel to your space. Rust throughout 
create a warm, natural look and offer a weathered style or farmhouse flair. 

New Tin
Select the “New Corrugated” option to get brand new galvanized panels/tiles straight 
from the producer with no weathering or distressing. These corrugated tiles can add 
an industrial, modern and simplistic touch to your space. A glossy, silver, chrome-like 
finish create a cool tone and can instantly bring an older space into the new-age. 
The steel material is impact resistant and rugged enough for use on barn roofs and 
exterior walls, yet light enough for interior decorating.


